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Life at the Top Chapter 1981 - 1985

A long time ago, when JW was just an inconspicuous small company that no one cared
about, Jasper imagined that he would one day deal with the world’s top families like the
Rothschilds when looking forward to the future of JW.

However, later, as JW grew bigger, Jasper’s own wealth and status also increased day by
day. This kind of idea similar to the poor man’s fantasy of winning the lottery became
faded gradually until finally, it disappeared completely.

Right now, Jasper looked at the very unusual Bella Rothschild in front of him, and after
overcoming the initial surprise and trance, he immediately regained his usual calmness.

“Hello, Miss Bella, this is the first time I a m learning that the real boss behind Colossal
Investment Bank are the Rothschilds.”

Jasper, who was in a good mood, got rid of the last ripple in his heart caused by the last
name Rothschild and said with a smile.

Bella shrugged and leaned lazily on the back of the chair. Then, she put her two long
legs on the desk in an extremely unladylike and wild fashion. She said, It’s not surprising
since everyone with Rothschild as their last name completely dispersed and went into
hiding after the massacre of the Jews during World Word 2.

“The fear of military force and the world has convinced most people with this surname
that they are safest only when people don’t know how much money they have.

“Although it seems stupid to me.”

This was only their first bit of conversation, but Jasper keenly felt that Bella was
definitely not the ordinary daughter of a rich man in the ordinary sense.

Bella’s character was more like the combination of Celine’s unbridled nature and Henry’s
arrogance, then multiplied by.
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This kind of person was very difficult to

handle, especially when she was a woman.

“I had no contact with people with Rothschild as their surname before and there is no
exchange of interests or conflicts. I don’t think you only wanted to chat with me now
that you’re here, Miss Bella. So, can you tell me directly what you want me to do and
what can the Rothschilds do for me?

After having a rough assessment of Bella’s character, Jasper decided to make a decisive
action in the complex situation and go straight to the point. He did not want to beat
around the bush because right now he was not in the mood and had no time to play
mind games with a woman who was crazy and had a capital mania. Plus, there was also
a high probability that she was very smart too.

“No conflict of interest? Jasper, do you really believe this?”

The corners of Bella’s lips curled into a seductive arc, which not only did not look ugly on
her freckled face but even gave her a very evil charm.

“The establishment of your JW Foundation, your entrance in the United States stock
market and then transferring to the United States subprime market. All this has caused
the Rothschilds to lose at least 50 billion US Dollars. With this money, I could do
whatever I want in any country in Africa. Are you still claiming that you have no conflict
of interest with u s?”

Jasper smiled and seemed to be very proud of himself. Then, he said, “Aww, how can
the losses caused by the law of market operation be my responsibility? From this
perspective, the person who should be most grateful toward me are the Rothschilds.
After all, if I didn’t point it out in advance, with the current economic structure of the
United States and the excessive issuance of credit products,

when the entire social economy could no longer bear this burden and eventually
exploded in the future, your losses would b e even greater.”
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Bella tilted her head to look at Jasper on the screen and listened quietly to what he said.
It sounded reasonable at first, but after thinking about it, she found that it was not at all
the case. Then, she laughed without saying a word. “Why? Miss Bella, do you not agree
with me?” Jasper asked.

Life at the Top Chapter 1982

Bella waved her hand and said, “It doesn’t matter if I agree or not. In fact, the
Rothschilds don’t really care about these losses. The United States is just one of the
countries where the Rothschilds are heavily in. There are many places in the world
where the Rothschilds have assets, s o no one can really hurt the Rothschilds a s long
as World War 3 doesn’t happen.”

“Am I right to say that as long as the Earth doesn’t explode, the Rothschilds won’t
collapse?” Jasper asked playfully.

“It can be taken in this way, but it has not reached this level yet. This is the goal that all
of the Rothschilds are striving to achieve. The only real security we can secure is to
deeply bundle our own interests with the interests of all mankind.”

Bella’s words shocked Jasper.

What was jumping out of a box? This was it.

When domestic businessmen were still fighting for the petty profits in front of them, the
Rothschilds were considering tying themselves to the interests of all mankind.

If this continued to develop, would they

form an alliance with aliens?

Shaking his head and throwing these unrealistic thoughts out of his head, Jasper asked,
“Miss Bella, let’s go straight to the point.”
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Bella said, “You’re getting to know me just as I’m trying to get to know you more through
conversations, but since you want to go directly to the problem, then I can also
cooperate with you.

“Please stop attacking Morgan Investment Bank. Morgan Investment Bank involves the
fundamental interests o f Morgan Financial Group. Once they reach a certain threshold,
they are likely t o be very irritated by you. When that happens, they will definitely make
you pay after flying into a rage out of humiliation. I’m sure this is not what JW
Foundation, who is eager to reap the fruits of victory, is willing to face, right?”

Bella’s words made Jasper’s brows rise slightly.

“Originally, I was minding my business

and buying my stocks, but Morgan suddenly ran over and interrupted me, causing me to
suffer a lot of losses. And now you want me to stop after I hurt them? How can there be
such a good thing in the world?”

Bella seemed to expect Jasper’s reaction, s o she said with a smile, “I know. Didn’t you
say that before I say we want you to d o, I should also tell you what you can get.

“But in this case, what you can get is a relatively stable environment and time. N o one
knows how long it will last. It all depends on the tolerance of the United States financial
market, perhaps it depends on your greed, or perhaps you’ll feel the stress when you buy
a stock that scares them.

“But until then, you should be fine buying stock in the companies you want.”

Bella’s words made Jasper frown slightly.

This woman was not easy to deal with.

“This was originally my trophy, when did it become a bargaining chip for you to
cooperate with me?” Jasper asked. “Of course, you can continue to do what you feel
obliged to do and I won’t stop you, but then you’ll face reckless hits from the annoying
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Morgan Financial Group when you should be reaping the spoils that rightfully belong to
you. Is that what you want to see?”

Life at the Top Chapter 1983

“Can I take this as the attitude of the

Rothschilds?” Jasper asked after a

moment’s consideration.

Bella replied with a smile, “Yes and no.

“Actually, there is a misunderstanding between you and all the people in the outside
world who have not come into contact with the Rothschilds. That is, they think that the
Rothschilds seem to be similar to the consortiums or families that you have come into
contact with so far, and they are a highly concentrated group, but this is not the case.

“As early as a hundred years ago, the Rothschilds began to reform. The ancestors at
that time believed that the consortium system or the family system was not conducive
to the absolute security concept pursued by the Rothschilds, so they created a new path
for us at that time, and that was to make us into a clan.

“So we prefer to call ourselves that, and w e prefer it when others call us the Rothschild
clan rather than family. The concept of family has long been abandoned by us. Decades
ago, the change

Into a clan was initially completed. Now it can be said that every member of the clan
controls their own independent and free set of wealth. Plus, you don’t even have to do
business or inherit anything from your parents to do whatever you want to do.

“But there is one requirement we all follow, and that is that every member must serve
the absolute safety of the Rothschilds.
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“Because of this, we don’t really have a centralized person like the head of the family or
the president, so no one can represent the Rothschilds and they can only ever represent
themselves. This also applies to myself.

“So, in response to the question you just raised, the answer I can give you is that this is
what I and Sir want to see.”

While admiring the foresight of the

Rothschilds’ ancestors, Jasper keenly captured the keyword ‘Sir’.

“Who is Sir?” Jasper asked.

Bella did not shy away from the question and replied, “He is my father, and he is

also the most prestigious person in the

Rothschilds ”

“But you just said clearly that there is no central figure in your clan,” Jasper said with a
frown.

“But just now, I also said that every member of the Rothschilds must serve the absolute
safety of the clan. Since there is such a purpose, there must be a supervisor, and Sir is
the supervisor of this generation.”

In the face of Jasper’s strong thirst for knowledge, Bella had no intention of concealing
anything and told Jasper this secret that outsiders would never know.

Jasper suddenly came to a realization.

From this point of view, the Rothschilds were indeed not as simple as a loose
organization. As the sole supervisor, Sir represented great power.

This power, combined with the terrifying influence and wealth of the Rothschilds,
represented absolutely monstrous authority.
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“I have already answered all the questions you want to know, so can you give me an
accurate answer and agree to my request now?” Bella asked.

Jasper chuckled lightly and said, “Since this choice is not harmful to me, but rather
beneficial to some extent, I really can’t think of a reason to reject it.”

“Very good, I like people who are

straightforward.”

Bella snapped her fingers and said with satisfaction, “It’s very interesting to talk t o you. I
hope to meet you one day. Bye.”

After she said that, the video call ended.

Jasper sat on his seat and thought for a moment. He felt that as he became more
disruptive in the financial market of the United States, he had touched the deepest
forces behind the United States and even Western society.

Like the Rothschilds and Freemasons.

He did not believe that such a terrifying existence as the Rothschilds would have
nothing to do with the mysterious Freemasons that were inextricably linked with the
founding of the United States. There was even a high probability that the Rothschilds
were also important core members of the Freemasons.

Life at the Top Chapter 1984

In addition to this, there was Morgan Financial Group.

Others with huge global influence, such as Rockefeller Financial Group, Chicago
Financial Group, and DuPont had not yet surfaced.
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Therefore, at this moment, Jasper was very fortunate that he had always kept a clear
head and had never once thought that he had the ability to overturn the economy of the
United States at this stage.

If any of these consortia appeared, the current JW Foundation would not be able t o
handle it.

So…

Compromise of interests was imperative.

“Jake, end the sniping of Morgan Investment Bank and continue to acquire the listed
company stocks that were given to you before.”

Now that the decision had been made, Jasper immediately executed it without any
hesitation.

It was completely pointless to play dirty tricks with Bella in this kind of thing.

As Bella said, Jasper could not afford to outrage Morgan Financial Group right now.

With Jasper’s order, the United States financial markets changed again.

Morgan Investment Bank was initially under the crazy attack of JW Foundation and was
about to give up resistance, then their stock price, which had been plummeting all the
way, suddenly stopped dropping and was replaced by a retaliatory rebound.

JW Foundation had withdrawn from the market.

At the same time, high-value tech and internet stocks such as Qualcomm, Apple,
Weresoft, and others began to rise.

Having experienced the previous events, J W Foundation’s actions had become more
unscrupulous. The stocks of these companies were like cakes that were swallowed
whole by the hungry JW Foundation one by one.
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The outside world had no idea what had happened.

However, they could see the situation changing.

After discovering that Morgan Investment Bank was really submitting after being beaten
by JW Foundation, the international hot money, which had shrunk cautiously just a
moment ago, immediately bared their fangs and rushed toward those high-quality
stocks right after JW Foundation.

This change in the situation also showed that the United States government’s plan t o
indirectly rescue the market by relying o n Morgan Investment Bank was a complete
failure.

A phone call was made to Soros’ office.

“Don’t hesitate anymore. I don’t want JW Foundation to have such a stable backside.

From now on, your attention and responsibility will not be needed in the financial market
of the United States. I want to see the collapse of the Somerland stock market at the
opening tomorrow.”

After hearing the voice on the phone, Soros immediately stood up and asked in a low
voice, “Then your Excellency, may I ask if it is time for the final showdown?”

“If we allow this Somerland businessman to continue, he will touch the core interests of
the United States. He is too arrogant, and those consortia are simply waiting for the
government to save them s o that they can gain more favorable conditions from the
government, but such a result is impossible.”

The voice on the other end of the phone became calmer as he said this. “When we have
to, the authorities will directly sanction Jasper.

Life at the Top Chapter 1985
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Soros felt a chill in his heart.

He understood the meaning of the sanctions that came from the mouth of his
Excellency on the phone.

This meant that a country’s government would be giving the highest form of punishment
against an individual, enterprise, a force, or an interest group in other countries.

It could completely and legally freeze all the assets of Jasper and JW Foundation in the
United States.

Once someone did that, it was not the

same as merely falling out with Jasper.

Most of the money in the JW Foundation had been collected from businessmen of
Somer descent. Once all of them were frozen, Jasper would be finished, but this would
definitely trigger Somerland’s crazy revenge.

This was because it meant that after more than ten years of reform and opening up i n
Somerland, the elite class that made something for themselves through blood, sweat,
and tears was being ransacked and being forced into bankruptcy overnight. Its negative
impact on the entire social and economy of Somerland would be beyond words.

Soros felt fear and trepidation in his heart.

If it was half a month ago, he would not

have cared at all.

However, after causing chaos the financial market of Somerland for half a month, he
had begun to understand that h e and even the United States had been facing a country
that was as profound as Somerland.

Everything that was easily obtainable in his original plans did not make much progress
after half a month of torment, especially in the grain price trade war. As long as they
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bought, Somerland’s domestic reserves group would ship. They would hedge it no
matter how much it was, and this almost made Soros vomit blood.

Soros parted his mouth slightly to try to

persuade the person on the phone, but he

came to his senses immediately. Wasn’t

the thing he wanted to see the most was

Jasper being rid of?

In that case, why should he object?

Thus, Soros’s words became, “Okay, I understand, Your Excellency. I will show you the
results on the next trading day.”

“Very good.”

The person on the other end of the phone said lightly, “In terms of international
influence, Somerland’s domestic financial market does not account for much. Relatively
speaking, its Harbor Stock has more influence and is gaining more attention.

“It’s only been a few years since the handover of Harbor City. If the Harbor stock market
collapses at this time, then the whole world, including the people of Harbor City, will
doubt Somerland’s ability and national strength, and it is possible that some of the
people of Harbor City will begin to miss being under the rule of the United Kingdom. In
those days, at the very least, Harbor stocks wouldn’t fall so badly, don’t you think?”

Soros immediately understood the meaning of these words upon hearing them.

His eyes lit up involuntarily.
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How glorious he was when he caused the Terra financial crisis, but he had a big
downfall in the Harbor stock market and wasted all of his effort as most of his life’s
prestige was ruined by this small island.

It was impossible to say that he did not want to take revenge.

And now, he had a chance.

Now was the best time… Most of the top tycoons in Harbor City had fled and the
remaining few had been drained by Jasper such that right now, they were at their
weakest.

“Your Excellency, are there any restrictions on the attacks on Harbor stocks?” Soros
asked.

The person on the other end of the phone said lightly, “What we want to see is only the
final result. As for how you do it and what price you pay, it doesn’t matter.”

“I got it.”

Soros breathed a sigh of relief, smiled,

and answered confidently.

This meant that he would have unlimited authority to attack Harbor City stocks, and the
funds he had on hand could be fully mobilized to achieve this goal.

Compared with the mainland A-shares, which had price limits, Harbor stocks which did
not have any price limits and had looser regulatory policies like the United States
financial stock market could ensure that their strength was not capped.

By the time Soros ended his phone call with ‘His Excellency’, the United States financial
market’s trading today was over.

“Mr. Laine, on the whole, we can say that we have achieved 75% of the planned
acquisition target, but the use of funds is 1 0% higher than the original estimation. The
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main reason for this is that the participation of Morgan Investment Bank and the
explosive power of the international hot money exceeded our expectations.

“However, with today’s updated model, we

estimate that fastest we can complete all

acquisition plans is within three trading

days.

“And now, the stocks of the four companies that we have acquired, Qualcomm, Apple,
Weresoft, and General Motors, have risen by 4.9%, so we should issue a placard.”

Jasper raised his eyebrows and said, ” Issue a placard to these four companies and the
United States Securities Regulatory Commission. At the same time, make an offer to
buy these four companies with a stock premium of 30% o f the market value and see
who’s willing t o sell.”

“I got it.” Jake nodded.

Half an hour later, JW Foundation

officially sent a placard to the United States Securities Regulatory Commission. At the
same time, it raised placards for Qualcomm, Apple, Weresoft and General Motors. They
also sent letters to the boards of directors of the four companies, as well as a
personalized takeover offer for each of them.

As soon as this placard and the

acquisition was made public, the global

business community blew up.

The business community of the United.
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States, in particular, felt great shame.

What were these four companies?

Qualcomm had the most patents in the

communication and integrated electronics industry in the world. It could be said that it
had set the standard for the global communication industry. Now, whenever a
communication equipment manufacturing company in any country o In this planet
wanted to make a telephone o ra mobile phone, or even a computer, they had to obtain a
license from Qualcomm and pay royalties to them.

companies, Qualcomm did not

Compared with those poor manufacturing manufacture a specific product at all. They
only developed the latest patents

and technologies in their respective laboratories, and then used these

technologies to restrict other manufacturing companies. Whenever

someone wanted to make money in these two industries, they were forced give a large
part of the profits to Qualcomm no matter who they were.

Meanwhile, Apple was the largest manufacturer of personal electronic devices!

And Weresoft was the world’s largest computer operating system service provider!

Lastly, General Motors was one of the

world’s largest appliance manufacturers

and automakers!

It could be said that these four companies were the pride of the United States modern
industry, ranging from software t o hardware.
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Now, a man from Somerland wanted to buy these four companies at the same time and
even made an offer to buy them with great fanfare.

This made the people of the United States, who had always been bathed in the glory o f
being the world’s largest power and the world’s only superpower, explode.
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